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From the Chairman 

There is very little specific to report on the lease issue this month. 
Negotiations continue at a snail's pace. With the season coming to 
an end it is time to assess our club performance and to make 
plans for the winter and for 2017. Positive highlights this year 
have included successful expeditions to Klippeneck and Aboyne 
and a very smoothly run Red Kite Regionals with six contest days. 
Unfortunately the end of May and June were disappointing 
weatherwise with alternating periods of endless rain and hot 
stable high pressure weather. As we know bad weather at that 
time of year often leads to fewer launches later on because it 
delays pilot currency, glider fettling and getting back into the swing 
of it. That's perhaps one reason why members' launches have fallen in this season. 
However, course sales have held up well. I'd like to encourage all members to keep up their 
currency in the winter with a flight or two each month.  It not only keeps one up to the mark 
in flying in more challenging conditions, it makes it much easier to get back into the groove 
next season. 
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Lots of dates for your new diary, calendar or 
electronic gizmo – book your leave now for the 
expeditions arranged for next year. Make a 
note also of the dates for Graham’s aerobatics 
courses, which will hone your handling skills to 
new levels. Jim‘s article on speeds to fly in 
flapped gliders will give you food for thought 
before the start of the new season. And finally.. 
we’ve had some complimentary reviews on 
Facebook – don’t forget to post your photos 
and news to our page. 
Happy reading. 
Jane 

  

 
 

Speed to fly 
Page 6  

Winter Aerobatics course 
Page 4 
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As ever, safety remains a priority for the club. And that means always having one eye 
looking out for the unexpected, a change in wind strength and direction, the proximity of 
another aircraft and so forth. It also means being ready to deal with the totally unexpected. 

Bill Walsh, a member of the Beverley Gliding Club east 
of Perth in Western Australia was flying over the Stirling 
range when he was attacked by a wedge-tailed eagle. It 
crashed into him bursting through the canopy ending up 
unconscious or dead on his lap. Fearing it might just be 
stunned he threw it out through the hole on the canopy 
and landed safely. Commendable presence of mind 
given that a 3kg bird with an 8 foot wingspan, razor 
sharp talons with beak to match, waking up trapped in a 
glider cockpit could seriously erode the pilot's handling 
skills.  

 
Closer to home, it has been encouraging to see the Duty Crew at AAA continuing to roll and 
mow the airfield. I don't think we can expect a dramatic change in the bumpy surface but 
even a marginal improvement is most welcome. And while on the subject of mowing, the 
Ransome's Mk 4 Motor Triple 'Mervyn' restored by Robert T (with limited help from your 
chairman) is now in working order. The condition of the trailer park is already hugely 
improved and we hope that from now on it can be maintained in 'pitch condition'. 
 
The expedition programme for 2017 can be found below, competition and course details for 
2017 are all being finalised by Richard and the committee and will be available in the next 
issue. 
 
See you up there! 
William 
 

From the CFI 

I think it's probably safe to say that 2016 won't be remembered as 
the greatest soaring season ever. Although there were several 
good days, these were somewhat few and far between and I 
think, like me, you all have felt the frustration and disappointment 
of days which showed promise, which then turned out to be rather 
poor. 
 
We shouldn't however feel too disheartened. Being the forever 
optimist I like to feel that we've got one in the bank for next year! 
On the upside, 2016 saw a significant number of visitors (some of 
them now members), coming to the club to learn to glide. The 
instructors have all been rather busy and this trend is continuing 
right into the winter. As I sit here writing this morning (with thick 
fog outside the window), we have a diary of 6 course members and 6 trial lessons. Not 
bad for a late October day!  
 
It's fantastic to see so many people coming through the system and new members 
joining on an almost monthly basis. It's easy to become concerned and even potentially 
disheartened when we hear news of the club’s future but please believe me when I say 
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things are in the safest of hands. In fact I would suggest that we should all be excited 
about the future. Our membership is growing, we have an increasing fleet of gliders 
(which includes the recent addition of an LS7) and a really exciting year planned for 
2017. 
 
With 2017 in mind, many of you will have seen that posters are appearing in the 
clubhouse advertising our popular expeditions. If you haven't seen them I've listed 
below, some dates for your diary: 

• 4th - 12th February: Soaring and Skiing in Aboyne 
• 18th March - 2nd April: Lleweni Park (North Wales) 
• 8th - 16th April: Instructor Training Week 
• 10th - 25th June: Klippeneck 
• 16th - 23rd July: Booker Regionals 
• 7th - 22nd October: Aboyne 

There will of course be other events such as the Easter Egg Aerobatic Competition and 
the Whispering Wardrobes Vintage Weekend, dates TBC. Other dates to be confirmed 
are the Winter Lecture Series which will shortly be advertised. 
 
For those wishing to store your gliders in the hangar over the winter, trailers go inside on 
5th November. Details are available from the office. Also available from the office is the 
Winter Soaring Ticket. The final details are being prepared but these should be available 
from 1st November. 
 
I finish by reminding you that soaring doesn't stop just because it's winter. There are 
many sites available for you to visit within only a couple of hours drive where some 
excellent soaring opportunities exist. These include, Talgarth and Parham, and I would 
encourage you to visit these places, in particular if you have never been before. 
 
Safe flying 
Richard 
 
 

Thank you and good bye 

With the end of the season we say good bye to our seasonal tuggies, Sean Revez and Sam 
Schoneveld, who have towed us into the skies all summer. We also say good bye to 
seasonal instructor Alex O’Keefe. Thanks to all three for their efforts. 

 

Review corner 

Here are a couple of recent reviews on our Facebook page 
www.Facebook.com/bookergliding club. We must be doing something right! 
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Flying on Mondays  

From 7 November there will be no booked flying on Mondays, but if the weather looks good 
and you want to get your feet off the ground, email Chris Rowland on the Saturday/Sunday 
before on chris.rowland@cherryfield.me.uk and he will let you know if he is available to 
supervise operations. 
 
 

Winter office hours  

As from Monday 7th November, club office hours will be as follows: 
 
Monday – closed 
Tuesday – 0900 – 1200 
Wednesday – Sunday – 0900 – 1530 
 
 

Keep your trailer dry this winter 

Winter hangarage for trailers is available at £85 per month, for a minimum of 4 months. 
Trailers will be placed in the hangar from 5th November. If you are interested, contact 
the office so that we can add you to the list. If you have a preference on whether your 
glider trailer goes in the blister hangar or the main hangar, let us know and we will do 
everything we can accommodate you. 
 
We are more than happy to put your trailer in the hangar for you, we only ask that everything 
is left strapped down and ready to tow. 
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Winter Aerobatics course 

Graham Saw will once again be running his popular aerobatics courses over the winter, 
culminating in the Easter Egg Cup competition at some unspecified date in the spring (comp 
entry not compulsory but it’s a lot of fun). These training days are not just for experienced 
pilots, anyone at any level, including pre-solo, will benefit from dealing with unusual attitudes 
and energy management. The first day is Saturday 12th November, and thereafter the first 
Saturday of the month – 3rd Dec, 7th Jan, 4th Feb, 4th March. Look out for the notice in the 
clubhouse and sign up soon – spaces fill very quickly. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Nikki Saw 

 

Dates for your 2017 diary  

Aboyne Ice Breaker – 4th – 12th February 
 
Wales in the Spring – Lleweni Parc (Denbigh Gliding) – 18th March – 2nd April 
 
Instructor Training Week – 8th – 16th April 
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Klippeneck – 10th – 25th June 
 
Booker Regionals – 15th – 23rd July 
 
Aboyne Autumn – 7th – 22nd October 
 
Sign up now! Lists on the clubhouse noticeboard. 
 
 

Aboyne 2016 

The traditional exodus to Aboyne attracted both 
old hands and members new to soaring over the 
Cairngorms. It was sad to see the results of the 
devastating floods of 30th December 2015 with 
some familiar businesses in Ballater and 
Aboyne closed or relocated, but the community 
seems to be getting back on its feet. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The weather wasn’t particularly co-operative as 
a high pressure area sat stubbornly over 
Scandinavia and produced a generally easterly 
airflow. For Week 1 there was enough south in 
the wind to produce southerly wave, a bit bouncy at times but it was still very exciting for 
those who unexpectedly found themselves at 15,000ft one evening.  
 
 
Week 2 gave us sunny days and some lovely 
thermal soaring. It was also the right sort of 
weather for model flying, as well as exploring 
the local scenery on the ground, with members 
checking out new routes for walks with dramatic 
views. The only wet day was the final Friday 
when some visited the Grampian Transport 
Museum in Alford to check out the traction 
engines and other vintage means of transport – 
and to eat more cake. 
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Polar curves, speed to fly and the use of flaps 

There is plenty of written material on best speed to fly. Start with MacCready and work your 
way through Reichmann to Brigliodori for the theory. In this article I will try to give simple 
explanations and provide proven techniques that are easy to put into practice. 
 
Min Sink 

Consider first a standard class glider without flaps. The designer wants the 
glider to be safe, efficient, and able to operate at a variety of speeds: slow in 
thermals and fast in between. But the nature of aerodynamics is that this 
aircraft can only be very efficient at one or two speeds. These are referred to 
as ‘min sink’, the speed at which the drag is minimised, and max L/D, the 
speed that covers most ground per unit of height in still air. 
The ideal glider for thermalling would be one that could actually stop in the 
centre of the thermal. Unfortunately no-one has worked out how to design such an 
(engineless) aircraft. Our gliders would stall and fall out of the sky! For best climb rates in a 
uniform and smooth thermal you would fly at min sink speed factored up by the square root 
of the additional wing loading caused by turning. In practice you also need to fly accurately 
and maintain control, especially in gusts, which often requires you to thermal a bit faster than 
this. You will determine the best climb speeds through practice and observation. 
 
Best Glide 

When flying cross country we do not want to stay in one place and want to make efficient 
progress down track. In still air the most efficient speed to fly is referred to as ‘best glide’ or 
‘best L/D’. Flying at this ‘best glide’ speed we will make the furthest distance for the height 
used up.  
But we rarely fly in still air! There may be a headwind or tailwind component and if we have 
set off cross country there will hopefully be thermals. You will see later, that as thermal 
strengths increase the optimum speed to fly between them increases and whilst a headwind 
doesn’t materially affect inter-thermal speeds it does require us to fly faster to reach a distant 
point on the ground. These two speeds are seen as discrete points on the glider’s polar. 
 
Drag Components 

Going back to our bronze course we know that there are two main components of drag: form 
drag which is caused by pushing an object through air, and induced drag which is caused by 
the generation of lift. We obviously need lift to fly. In fact it is not really ‘lift’ that is the 

important factor. We need the same amount of ‘lift’ in un-accelerated flight as 
our weight and mass remains the same. The key factor is the coefficient of lift 
which changes with angle of attack. 
We know that if we pitch forward we reduce the angle of attack and go faster. 
Lower angle of attack means lower coefficient of lift which multiplied by the 
higher speed produces the same amount of total lift that keep us up. Lower 
coefficient of lift means lower induced drag. Higher speed means higher form 
drag. 

Now add in a bit of additional G. If we want to turn we know that we must raise the nose a 
little to maintain the same speed. This increases the angle of attack, increases the 
coefficient of lift, and increases the lift to compensate for the greater weight (mass X G) and 
wing loading. It will also cause greater induced drag but as we are flying at the same speed, 
the same form drag. Still with me? 
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These effects can be drawn on graph plotting drag against speed and the two main types of 
drag combined to produce a graph of total drag against speed. 

  
The polar curve 

Drag uses up our potential energy (the energy derived from our altitude) and causes us to 
sink. As we do not have an engine to add energy to the glider, we go down at a rate that is 
strictly proportional to our drag. By inverting the total drag graph we get what is known as the 
glider’s polar. Below is the polar for the ASK21. 
 

 
 
Notice a couple of points: 

1) There are two lines drawn for different wing loadings. At the higher mass the glider’s 

low speed drag and min sink is greater, but it goes better at speed. 

2) Minimum sink is about 150ft / min at around 45kts. 

3) The slanted line that goes through the graph’s origin shows that best glide, in still air, 

is 34:1 at about 52kts. 

4) The glider’s sink rate at 83kts is exactly twice that at 60kts. 

All gliders will have a published polar like this. Usually theoretical, only sometimes 
measured!  
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Theoretical speeds to fly 

In cross country flying and especially racing we want to make the fastest way down track. 
This is not necessarily the most efficient speed in the glide. Each beat comprises one glide 
and one climb. The maths for such a beat that finishes at the same height as it started is 
used to establish the optimum speed to fly between the thermals. Essentially if you climb 
faster you can afford to fly faster. All of this is programmed into your flight computer and can 
be read off the polar. Please refer to Reichmann if you want to read the maths. 

Vstf = √ ((c + Wm – Cl) / a) 
I will not bore you with it here. 
The theory is to fly the optimum inter-thermal speed for the current conditions and wing 
loading. In practice, experienced pilots of flapless gliders tend to fly ‘block’ speeds that they 
have chosen from experience e.g. in an un-ballasted Discus, 72kts full out, 64kts easy 
cruise, and 56kts scared! 
 
Flapped gliders 

Flapped gliders are different to standard class gliders. Whilst the designer of a standard 
class glider wants to design his wing for efficient flight, he has to make compromises either 
with low speed performance of high speed performance, or both. This glider has one wing 
and one polar. Pilots new to flapped gliders are often confused by the one published polar in 
their flight manual and try to fly with the same speed to fly methodology, erroneously 
matching flap setting to selected speed. This approach is arse upwards (as my granny would 
say). 
With flaps, the designer is able to design a wing that is optimum at a variety of speeds. 
Essentially this glider has a different wing shape, drag characteristics, and polar curve for 
each flap setting. Given this miracle, the pilot only has to know the optimum speed for each 
flap setting and wing loading. If the conditions or phase of flight dictate a different speed, 
change flap setting and fly that configuration’s best L/D! 
I have produced a handy reference card for my 27 that I carry in the cockpit. It shows the 
best L/D for each flap setting at a variety of wing loadings. I have four cruise flap settings:  

• Flap 3 is hardly used in normal cruising flight. It is used under streets and when I am real 

low and need to conserve energy at all costs 

• Flap 2a (some call it 3a) is used for cautious cruising or cruising in rising air 

• Flap 2 is used for normal cruise when climbs are 3-4kts. Speeds in this flap setting range 

from 80 to 95 depending upon wing loading and correspond with around 300ft/min of sink 

• Flap 1 is used when conditions are booming or I am fat on final glide. This means 

100kts+ and is only utilised if I am regularly getting 5kt climbs. 

In the cruise therefore I have essentially four different gliders with highly efficient best L/D 
speeds to fly in each that are determined by my wing loading. Plenty to work with. If I feel 
that I am flying a bit fast, then that probably means that I am flying a bit heavy. I drop a bit of 
ballast and fly the new speeds in the same flap settings. Much simpler for my little brain to 
cope with! 
 
Conclusions 

• The sky is too variable and the brain too weak to fly theoretically correct MacCready 

speeds. Choose and fly block speeds that are chosen to match your wing loading 

instead. 
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• Your computers will tell you what the optimum speed is, do not chase it but use that to 

assess whether you are going too fast or too slow. BTW it is better to fly a bit fast than a 

bit slow**. 

• Flapped gliders have several optimised wings. Choose a flap setting for the conditions 

and phase of flight, then match the speed to the chosen flap setting / wing loading 

combination. 

** Warning - This statement is loaded with caveats which I deal with in my XC lectures. 
 
Jim White 
 

Club Communications 
We use Yahoo email groups, which we encourage all members to subscribe to, in order to provide a quick way 
to communicate with the membership.  Details are below. 
 

Booker GC Forum – Open to all members to participate.  The Forum provides the opportunity to share ideas 

about the Club. Send an email to: bookergc-forum-subscribe@yahoogroups.com 
and include your name and membership number when applying. 
 

Booker GC Expeditions – Open to all members to participate.  Send an email to: 

bookergc-expeditions-subscribe@yahoogroups.com 
and include your name and membership number when applying. 
 

Booker GC X-C – Targeted towards those pilots who fly cross-country or who aspire to develop their cross-

country skills.  Send an email to: bookergc_xc-subscribe@yahoogroups.com 
and include your name and membership number when applying. 
 

Booker GC Instructors – This is for Booker instructors only to email each other easily.  Mainly used for 

swapping duty days. Send an email to: bookergc_instructors-subscribe@yahoogroups.com and 
include your name and membership number when applying. 
 

The Booker GC website at www.bookergliding.co.uk has a Members Page. This contains the latest Club 
news snippets and links to previous newsletters, meeting minutes and several useful and informative Club 
documents.  The Members page is accessible to everybody (not just members) but certain documents, such as 
committee minutes need a user i/d and password.  To obtain these, go to the members’ page and click on the 
‘email Administrator’ link.  Don’t forget to include your name and membership number. 
 

For the latest news about what’s happening check out  
http://bookergc.blogspot.com/ and https://www.facebook.com/bookerglidingclub 

 
 
*** All views expressed within the newsletter are those of the contributors and do not necessarily represent the 

views of the Club or committee *** 
 

Contributions to the newsletter are welcome. If you would like to submit an article for a future edition please 
send it to Jane Moore at jxmoore@gmail.com 
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